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Q-2171

Beginner

Colour Brush
Quilt

50¾ X 70¾” (129 x 180 cm) 

FABRIC REQUIREMENT:
Fabrics from series „Colour Brush” and „Me-
lange”, both 44” (112 cm) wide and „Sevilla 
Shots” 59” (150 cm) wide.

OTHER SUPPLIES:
Batting: Matilda’s Own 99M950, 94” (240 cm) wide  55” (140 cm)
   
In addition: Matching sewing and quilting thread.

The Basics: Whenever this symbol  appears in the directions, you will find a detailed
explanation for ”Basic Sewing” in the website www.stoffabrics.com under Inspiration.

CUTTING :
¼ ” (0,75 cm) seam allowance is included.

Fabric B,C: 3 Strips 5⅛ x 44” (13 x 112 cm). Recut one of the  
  strips at the half at the long end.
Fabric A,D-J: 1 Strip each fabric 5⅛ x 44” (13 x 112 cm)
Fabric A,D-J: 1 Strip each fabric 5⅛ x 22” (13 x 56 cm)

Fabric K: 10 Strips   1½ x 44” (4 x 112 cm)

Fabric A: 6 Strips   2¾ x 44” (7 x 112 cm) binding

Danish Design
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A      4501-249
14” (35 cm)

C      4501-251
18” (45 cm)

B      4501-250
18” (45 cm)

D      4501-252
14” (35 cm)

E      4509-405
14” (35 cm)

F      4509-416
14” (35 cm)

H      4509-607
14” (35 cm)

G      4509-605
14” (35 cm)

I       4509-610
30” (75 cm)

J      4509-705
14” (35 cm)

K      4509-900
20” (50 cm)

L      2758-054
79” (2 m)

SEWING OF QUILT TOP:    Seam allowance is 1/4” (0,75 cm).

Take 2 strips for instance in fabric A & E. 

Join these strips, having a small strip in fabric K 
between the two colours of fabrics. 

Recut this strip in squares 10⅝” (27 cm).
Important: take care to start right after the selv- 
edge because there isn’t much ”leftover” (fabric 
width is 44" (112 cm) and 4 blocks is 42½" (108 
cm). See sketch for sewing & cutting.

Join all strips as above.

On fabric width there will be 4 squares.
And on half fabric width there will be 2 squares.

List of how many squares from each combination:
Block A+E: 6 pcs  Block B+F: 6 pcs  Block B+J: 5 pcs
Block C+G: 5 pcs  Block C+I: 5 pcs  Block D+H: 8 pcs

See blocks on layout page 4. Note: there will be leftover from block B+J, C+G ad C+I.
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Position the squares according to the layout on page 4 or as you prefer. 

First join the squares into rows. Second join the rows.

And the quilt top is now created.

QUILTING AND BINDING:

Layer top, batting and backing in fabric L and baste the pieces.

Quilt as you prefer by hand or by machine . 

Sew hanging sleeve in fabric L and place under top binding in fabric I .  

We wish you much success and pleasure with our fabrics and pattern.
Your Team from stoffabrics.
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Binding is fabric I

Block A+E Block C+G

Block C+I

Block B+F

Block B+J

Block D+H


